
Share, negotiate and correct in real time!
Thanks to Share’Touch, you can adopt an innovative, collaborative tool, at the cutting edge 
of technology, and optimize exchanges within your company and with your external partners. 
Discover the possibilities offered by Share’Touch, as follows:

•   Reduce travel costs thanks to long-distance  
     interactive meetings.    
 
•   Energized and more involved teams. 
 
•   Instantaneous interactions made easier, aiding  
     the comprehension and resolution of  
     exposed problems.

•  Organized, simplified exchanges for   
    better results. 

•  Productivity accrued from collaborative  
    sessions. 
 
•  A modern, innovative image for your  
    company.
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Distribute a document in real time to desired 
computers. Each change carried out will be instantly 
displayed on the screen of other users. These 
direct interactions will make your exchanges and 
comprehension easier.

This tool allows you to make changes to an image or 
text file in a playful way. Simply by selecting one of the 
integrated drawing tools: pen, brush, rubber, choice of 
color, etc.
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Share’Touch : simplify your exchanges!

Push files

With a simple touch of a finger, slide a document over 
to the user of your choice. It will appear on his or her 
screen instantly, as if by magic!  

Draw Share in real time

Add notes/comments

A simple, quick way of adding comments to a Word, 
Excel or PowerPoint* document, to an image (JPG, PNG, 
XPS), or to a video. Select, using your finger, the place 
where the note should go, a virtual keyboard will appear 
allowing you to integrate your comments or your ideas.   

With Share’Touch, share your documents in an interactive and user-friendly way! Simple and intuitive, this application 
offers you numerous possibilities.   

- Integrate your files directly into the application from your work space, a USB key or a scanner.  

- Add comments/notes to your documents, images or videos with a simple touch, thanks to drawing tools (directly using your fingers) and text  
  (with your virtual keyboard).    

- Exchange files instantly with your teams, partners or clients, directly using the  Microsoft® Surface® unit or via any other material which  
  works under Windows 7. Whether they are sitting across from you or on the other side of the world.

- Instantly distribute your documents to a large number of users.

- Duplicate your documents endlessly, on your screen or on those of other users. Send your documents directly by email.

- Control the diffusion of your documents, only users authorized beforehand have access to shared files.

Share’Touch works thanks to a server acting in the capacity of 
administrator. Each user wanting to connect to this server will be able 
to do so via a client license. There is no limitation to the number of 
users **.

Simplify your exchanges with Share’Touch, touch screen multi-platform application!

Our software is ready for immediate use, and is compatible with all systems 
which work with Windows 7 and Microsoft® Surface® 1.0 and 2.0: touch screen 
units, screens, laptops, PC tablets, walls!

*The integration of these formats requires a Microsoft® Office® license. 
**Limited by your internet connection and current networks.


